Leverage GuidingCare's Advanced Rules Engine to Streamline Operations

The GuidingCare® platform has an embedded best-in-class rules engine that streamlines operations by automating business processes and workflows. The rules engine is highly configurable, so you can easily create or modify rules as business requirements change.

**STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS**

Improve efficiency in workflows by applying consistent business rules across your operations. Enhance clinical workflows to support value-based care by auto-generating activities related to complex care coordination, including decision-making, care programs and staff assignments.

**INTEGRATE WITH PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS**

The rules engine is integrated with our analytics tool, enabling predictive modeling with risk identification, scoring and stratification that can be incorporated into operational rules.

**CONFIGURE BASED ON YOUR NEEDS**

The rules engine is highly configurable and allows users to create or modify rules as business requirements change, including for eligibility routing, operational and clinical alerts, and authorization approvals.

**IDENTIFY GAPS IN CARE**

The rules engine identifies gaps in care based on clinical data, member events and pre-determined business rules, allowing you to better manage outcomes with targeted interventions for the members who need them most.
Drive Value-based Care in Real Time

Our powerful business rules engine allows you to effectively manage complex care by leveraging multiple inputs, including data, member events, assessments and pre-determined business rules for automation of best practices. It all works to deliver value-based care in real time.

ABOUT ALTRUISTA HEALTH

Altruista Health was founded in 2007 on a mission to provide innovative healthcare technology solutions that drive significant improvements in cost savings and health outcomes for all populations. Today, Altruista Health’s GuidingCare® platform is used by health plans and provider organizations to streamline care management workflows, facilitate coordination among clinical, behavioral and community resources, accelerate quality improvement and promote engagement for more than 38 million members.